FRESHMAN RIFLE TEAM MEDALS ON EXHIBITION
Will Be Awarded To Ten Highest Scorers Of Year
FRESHMAN Rifle Team medals have been returned to the dormitory for the season. The medals, which are made of silver, will be awarded to the ten men on the freshman Rifle Team who have attained the highest percentage of marks for the season. Scores in both E. D. and West have been counted. In order to be eligible for a medal there must be at least 50 percent of the matches. Any 89 percent of the matches. Any 89 percent of the matches.

CONCERT IS WELL RECEIVED IN LYNN
Variety Entertained At Session of Enterprise of Musical Clubs
The Combined Musical Clubs played their second engagement of the season yesterday afternoon at the High School. Lynn, under the auspices of the Lynn Educational Society. The program was prepared with the usual care and no fault was found on any account throughout the afternoon.

In the first place the lights returned to the old-time Ideal, and the music was played so well that there was no reason for any fault. The second reason for the fault of the evening was the fact that the mezzo soprano was heard a few moments only, but the music was played so well that there was no reason for any fault. The second reason for the fault of the evening was the fact that the mezzo soprano was heard a few moments only, but the evening was entirely successful in every way.

Pictures of the Combined Clubs will Be Made at the Meeting Tomorrow. Pictures of the Combined Clubs will be made at the meeting tomorrow in order that the members of the Combined Clubs will be known at the meeting tomorrow in order that the members of the Combined Clubs will be known at the meeting tomorrow.

CALIFORNIA MEETING Will OFFICIALLY TALK OVER PLAN
May Be Decided Finally When Faculty Holds Regular Meeting Today
The California meeting will officially talk over the plan. The plan was mentioned in the New York meeting. The plan was mentioned in the New York meeting. The plan was mentioned in the New York meeting. The plan was mentioned in the New York meeting.

Chairman of the Committee, Mr. H. H. Haskins, will speak about the activities of the committee, and the present state of the committee's work. The chairman of the committee, Mr. H. H. Haskins, will speak about the activities of the committee, and the present state of the committee's work. The chairman of the committee, Mr. H. H. Haskins, will speak about the activities of the committee, and the present state of the committee's work. The chairman of the committee, Mr. H. H. Haskins, will speak about the activities of the committee, and the present state of the committee's work.
TODAY'S VOTING

The Lounger attended the Alfred L. Lander Debate on Wednesday, October 26, 1927. The debate was about the best way to handle the World War, and it elicited some thoughtful and effective arguments from both sides. However, the atmosphere of the debate was somewhat depressed by the fact that the audience was small and uninterested. The debate was held in the Old Chapel, and it was moderated by Professor H. D. Hoff. The two speakers were Mr. J. A. Partin '26 and Mr. Whitney Ashbridge '26. Mr. Partin argued in favor of intervention, while Mr. Ashbridge favored non-intervention. The debate was well-received by the audience, and they were able to follow the arguments closely. The Lounger attended the debate with a group of friends and had a pleasant time. The debate was a good example of how politics can be taught in an effective and entertaining manner. The Lounger recommends that more events of this nature be held on campus. 

Communications

The Lounger has found a student who prefers the Two-term system. His name is Professor J. A. Partin '26. He is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and has a reputation for being a thoughtful and articulate student. The Lounger suggests that other students take a closer look at the Two-term system and consider the advantages it offers. The Two-term system provides a more structured and focused approach to learning, and it can help students develop important skills such as time management and discipline. The Lounger encourages all students to explore the Two-term system and to find out if it is the right fit for them.
Weather Change Compels Crew To Stay Indoors

Both the Varsity and 150 Pound Are Practicing Without Regularity

Due to the sudden arrival of winter weather the various crews are now obliged to put their plans in the back lot for the winter and concentrate on their indoor practice. The coaches of the various crews have been forced to practice by the weather and had to substitute the gymnasium for the practice field. The practice is very hard work and the meeting is now practice with regularity. This crew can be seen from the Squawbowl and the three or four of them climbing the men from their practice field. It is true that the wind is not better than the Varsity. Under these conditions some teams cannot practice and the only reason the Varsity can is because the weather is at present a little better.

FOOTBALL TO PLAY AT ST. ANLEMS COLLEGE SATURDAY

Sophomore will Initiate New Program by Playing

HOLD SIGNAL PRACTICE

Tomorrow, after more than a week, the St. Anlems football team will play the first game of the season against Boston University. This is the first time that St. Anlems has taken on a team from the outside and the game will be played at 3:30 in the afternoon. The game will feature a unique system of holding signals, which was invented by the St. Anlems coach, Mr. J. T. Fitch. The system consists of two or more players standing in front of a line of men and holding each other's hands. The players then perform various moves and try to break their opponents' formation. This system is designed to confuse the opposition and prevent them from gaining any advantage.

IN CORPORATED

Baskets going strong in hangar

Large number of men respond to call from varsity basketball

Basketball men are practicing nightly the direction of Physical Director S. W. Curry in the hangar. There are at present 25 men on the squad, all those

...
FRESHER ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD TODAY

Composing committees of the freshmen and business staff of 1922 T. C. A. and sophomore and freshmen members of Combined Musical Clubs may vote for the candidates according to the second choice announced at the meeting of the Institute of Electrical Engineers or architects.

Furnishings Goods

4 Hamilton Place

Boston

Opposite Park Street

Students to Tours to Europe

Summer of 1925

NOTE: All the young men can get to Europe next summer through the combined efforts of the International Touring Club. The members of this group have worked long and hard to make possible the trip for the students and have been successful.

THROUGHWELL & HOLLIS

Men's Furnishings Goods

4 Hamilton Place

Boston

OPPOSITE PARK STREET

Students on the tour will have the following arrangements: Bus and Hotel, 100% free of charge. The cost of the trip will be approximately $200.

PROFESSOR PROFABY TO GIVE FINAL LECTURE

Professor Fabry will conclude the series of lectures which he has been giving at the Institute by a public lecture given in room 5-307, Tuesday, November 21 at 1:30 A.M.

NEW YORK CAMPAIGN LEADER

Miss Hitz cannot be blamed if she is 

JUDY DROPS IN AT THE PLAYS

At the Playhouses (Continued From Page 2)

judging by the material in this and the 1925

Tuxedo suits were given to the students who participated in the tour.

Scott's Distinctive Creations

In Young Men's Topcoats

Our label inside the pocket of your new Autumn Topcoat will mean something of importance. It may be in the cloth, the color or the cut—as or again it may be in the width of a seam or the state of a location of a pocket.

There are many details to make or mar the

gallery of your choice—but of this you can be sure, we blend the qualities of Fit, fabric and standard never surpassed by the best creations of leading metropolitan tailors.

Young Men's Summer and Winter Topcoats developed to meet Young Men's feelings.

Priced from $56 to $85—Read-to-wear

Arriving fresh daily from our workrooms

Scott's Company

356 to 364 Washington Street, Boston

SIMPLECT

Simplex Wires and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or asbestos, are our only concern and we make no attempt to compete in the manufacture of any other type of wire or cable. We are rendering satisfactory service in many of the larger power transmission systems of the country.

Timeless Quality Engineering

Simplicity Wire & Cable Co.

Manufacturers

301 Devonshire St.

Boston